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Industry News

Follow us
on Twitter

AIA Atlantic ASP Forum

@autosphere_en

This year’s AIA ASP Forum provided a lot of
information to those in attendance. The event
was held at the Crowne Plaza Hotel, Moncton,
PHOTO: AIA Canada

NB. AIA Chairman Tony Canade opened the proceedings
and welcomed everyone. The new AIA President, J-F Champagne,

A wealth of products and information

was also on hand to meet AIA Atlantic members.
J-F Champagne, AIA President,
addresses attendees at the AIA
Atlantic ASP Forum.

were on display at the well-attended

Four sessions were presented during the morning: ‘Three Changes

2015 APC Automotive Trade Show.

That Lead to More Service Provider Profit’ was delivered by

Taking place at the Western Fair

John Watt; John Cochrane of Cochrane Automotive in Toronto in-

District in London, Ont. on October 21,

formed the ASPs why their shop NEEDS to know about CASIS. Rick Nadeau of the Quorus

the 2015 Auto Parts Centres (APC)

Consulting Group showed attendees what they needed to know about consumer attitudes

Automotive Trade Show provided a

and behaviours. Finally, Andrew Shepherd of AIA gave a presentation of the ‘Future of

huge opportunity for aftermarket

Automotive Technology’… what we need to be prepared for!

vendors and service providers to

After lunch, the AIA Atlantic division had a golf tournament with the proceeds going to
High Fives for Kids, and a BBQ to round out the day.

Full Spectrum:
APC Automotive
Trade Show

look at the latest in new industry

Shirley Brown

products and services, as well as
enter into prize draws, further business opportunities and raise money

Staying Current

for a worthy cause. This year, APC
was able to donate $20,000 in

On October 17, the Aftermarket Auto Retailers of

support of London Health Sciences

Ontario (AARO) hosted its 2015 Symposium at the

Foundation, money that will go to-

PHOTO: Huw Evans

Holiday Inn Oakville Centre.

2015 AARO Symposium featured a variety of
guest speakers covering topics ranging from
safety inspections, to health and safety,
to succession planning.

wards funding ongoing research,

The event speakers covered a range of important

education and enhanced patient care

industry topics and their impact on aftermarket

at one of Canada’s largest teaching

service repair providers, plus a luncheon and net-

hospitals.

Huw Evans

working opportunities.
Among the highlights were updates on Health and
Safety in the workplace, presented by Mike Cook

from the Ontario Ministry of Labour, and the status regarding Ontario’s Drive Clean
emissions program and amendments to Ministry of Transportation Ontario (MTO)
vehicle safety inspections, scheduled to take effect on July 1, 2016.
Cairn Control Systems, Delphi’s Malcolm Sissmore showed that modern vehicle telematics can present a huge opportunity for the automotive aftermarket, if shops are
willing to embrace it.
Best selling author and family business expert Dr. Tom Deans closed by providing real
steps in creating and executing successful business succession plans.

H. E.

PHOTO: Huw Eans

As well as sessions that focused on shop security and equipment options courtesy of

A $20,000 cheque was presented
to London Health Services by APC.

AP Exhaust Technologies Plans for 2016
AP Exhaust Technologies acquired Eastern

Technologies, presented the company’s

Catalytic in September. This strategic acquisition

overall strategy for 2016 during a press

will combine AP’s full line exhaust offering and

conference at 2015 AAPEX Show in

expertise with Eastern’s first-to-market catalytic

Las Vegas, NV. Highlights included the

converter emissions capabilities, thus positioning

Eastern Catalytic acquisition, expanded
product coverage, and a planned customer loyalty program.

6

PHOTO: AP Exhaust

Chris Ostrander, CEO of AP Exhaust

the combined company as a leading exhaust and
emissions supplier in the North American autoChris Ostrander, CEO AP Exhaust Technologies
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motive aftermarket.

S. B.

Top Suppliers Recognized by Uni-Select
The second—“Marketing Campaign of

as a backdrop for Uni-Select’s Canadian

the Year,” was won by Brake Parts Inc —

Supplier Awards recognizing achievement,

Raybestos. The third, for “Training and

innovation and outstanding service.

Technical Support,” was awarded to Dorman.

“This year, once again, our corporation has

The “Tech-Savvy Award — New Technology,”

decided to officially recognize our partners
to show that we truly appreciate and are
grateful for the hard work they put into
helping us provide the best service to our
customers,” said Gary O’Connor, President
and COO, Automotive Canada, Uni-Select
Canada during the award ceremony.
A total of eight awards were handed out:

PHOTO: Jack Kazmierski

Toronto’s Hockey Hall of Fame served

recognizes a supplier who developed and
implemented the most user-friendly technology to support sales development at the
Miguel Angers, Gary O’Connor, Ezer Mevorach, Scott Stone

Three Golden Ally awards are awarded in
recognition of sales and marketing achievements. The first recognizes a supplier who
provided an innovative sales tool designed to

The Diamond Award, the most prestigious

help jobbers sell to shop owners, or to help

of the Supplier Awards, recognizes depend-

installers explain and sell a product or ser-

able and detail-oriented service and was

vice to a customer. This year, Standard Motor

awarded to Mevotech.

Products — Blue Streak was the winner.

Rousseau A Winner at 2015
CCC Women’s Board Awards

Three suppliers received the “Achiever Award,”
recognizing sales growth performance — BBB
Industries Wilson won in the “Automotive
Application Parts” category; 3M won in
the “Paint and Body Equipment” category;
BE Pressure Supply won in the “Tools and
Equipment” category.

Jack Kazmierski

Mark Nasra Appointed New Director
of Sales Canada at MAS
motive industry experience, including several years of

Women’s Board an-

independent automotive repair shop ownership in the

during a special press
conference and recep-

PHOTO: Michel Beaunoyer

Montreal native Mark Nasra has over 15 years of auto-

The Car Care Council

of its annual awards

during AAPEX 2015.
Ta m m y

Montreal area.
Prior to joining the ranks of MAS Industries, Mark
occupied the position of Director of Sales Engine
Mark Nasra,
new MAS Director
of Sales Canada

tion at the Sands Expo
PHOTO: Huw Evans

year is Spectra Premium.

O n N ove m b e r 3 ,

nounced the winners

(Chaffee)

Management North America at Spectra Premium. He
was appointed Director of Sales Canada at MAS in
October. MAS Industries specializes in the manufactur-

ing and distribution of chassis and suspension parts for the automotive

Te c k l e n b u rg , V i c e
Rousseau Automotive was one of this year’s ACA
award winners. Pictured are Shirley Brown of
CarCare Business (left) and Jean-Luc Rousseau.

jobber or installer level. The winner this

aftermarket.

P re s i d e n t , G l o b a l

In his new position, Mark will be responsible for growing sales in the

Sales and Marketing

Canadian market, in particular, the new Premium XL and RD Rugged

Operations, Spectrum

lines, which were launched at the recent AAPEX automotive aftermarket

Brands was named 2015 Auto Care Woman of the

exhibition in Las Vegas.

Year. Vonda Lee, Director of Sales, Retail and Special

Michel Beaunoyer

Markets, Beck/Arnley, was named Auto Care Woman of

Erratum

Excellence. Pamela Gatto, President and Owner, Gatto’s
Auto Service, was named 2015 Female Shop Owner of

In the September issue of CarCare Business, we

the Year.

erroneously identified the Bosch executive in

Additionally, the Car Care Council Women’s Board

this photo.

also announced the winners of its annual Automotive
CarCare Business’ very own Shirley Brown in the
Business-to-Business Magazine Article General/Special
Interest Category.

Huw Evans

Robert ‘Bobby’ Bloom was appointed Senior
PHOTO: Bosch

Communications Awards. Among the recipients was

Vice President Automotive Aftermarket overseeing
Bosch Aftermarket Canadian operations as well as
Robert ‘Bobby’ Bloom

his duties in the U.S.

www.autosphere.ca | December 2015 | CarCare Business |
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Here & Now

Factors Impacting Repairs

Industry Indicators
What’s driving the cost to repair cars?
by Krystyna Lagowski

E

veryone knows that although the
markets in the United States and
Canada are different, there’s always

bound to be spillover.
And that’s what makes the 2016 Auto
Care Factbook so fascinating. You can
clearly see what trends are reflected on
both sides of the 49th parallel.
The Auto Care Association, which is
based in Bethseda, Maryland, represents
100,000 member repair shops, parts

Newer vehicles require a professional technician’s diagnosis.

stores and distribution outlets in the
United States. The Factbook not only looks
at how members rate what has an impact

on repairs, and longer lasting vehicles in

With fuel prices expected to stay low,

on their business, but also uses three

general had a 4.6 percent impact. A

total miles driven are expected to in-

main sources of data to arrive at its fore-

healthy economy exerted a 4.6 percent

crease two percent and beyond – as

cast – U.S. Economic Census, Industrial

influence, while the increasing complex-

soon as prices dropped in December

Research Marketing Inc., and Information

ity of vehicles requiring a profession-

2014 and January 2015, total miles

Handling Systems (also known as HIS,

al technician’s expertise amounted to

driven already began to increase.

which now includes R. L. Polk).

3.9 percent.

Parallels

And aging baby boomers, who now pre-

tinue to grow, they want to get in and out

To begin with, the Forecast found that there

fer to have professional techs service

of service shops faster than ever. This

were 4.33 million people employed in the

their vehicles, had an 8.3 percent im-

has driven changes in the sector, with

auto care industry, continuing the 2011

pact, while the increased efficiency and

specialized shops consolidating into lar-

upward trend. And over 840,000 men

productivity of service bays contributed

ger, one-stop shops. Many general repair

and women work as automotive techni-

6.7 percent.

shops are catering to their clients’ needs

cians at general repair shops, vehicle

And as demands on consumer time con-

by offering value-added amenities like

dealerships and service stations, which is

Market forces

an increase of 3.4 percent from 2013.

Another section of the Auto Care Factbook

commuter shuttles and even compli-

deals with market forces driving auto care.

mentary loaner vehicles.

comfortable waiting lounges, Internet,

Not surprisingly, demand for technicians

It predicts, based on its data sources,

is growing at 1.1 percent, showing a rosy

that disposable income is poised to grow

Overall, the Factbook concludes that

job outlook beyond 2014.

4.5 percent from 2015 to 2018. That

the long term economic view for the

could be why, in 2015, new vehicle sales

United States is very positive. The direct

When members were asked to rank what has

came in at just under 17 million units, a

benefits of lower gas prices to consumer

had the greatest impact on their businesses,

number unseen since 2005.

spending are already being felt in the
economy. And the consumer outlook for

there were some surprises – and also some
In fact, from 2014 to 2018, it’s predicted

the next two years is brighter, due to

that 277 million vehicles will be on U.S.

elevated levels of consumer confidence,

For example, the average age of a vehicle

roads. The average vehicle, similar to

lower energy prices, and stronger income

was thought to have a 4.2 percent impact

Canada, is 11.5 years old.

support.

parallels with the Canadian market.
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REQUEST AN ENCORE DEMO IN YOUR SHOP
AND FIX FASTER.
The latest Encore software features more domestic, Asian and European coverage and special
tests to make your diagnostics session faster.
Visit OTCTools.com/schedule-demo today to have one of our diagnostics specialists visit
your shop for a demo.

otctools.com

QUESTIONS?
(

888 789 2602

MORE DRIVEN .

UP TO

$100

MAIL-IN REBATE
FOR YOUR CONSUMER

ON A SET OF 4 ELIGIBLE GOODYEAR TIRES.

October 1st - December 31st, 2015
Details at goodyear.ca

VISIT US

CALL US

Letter to the Editor

Concerned Professional

Can Consumers Safely
Replace Parts?
There’s a story going around—whether true or urban myth—
I can’t say!
MORE DRIVEN .

by Bruce Eccles

A

pparently a very handy homemaker

Furthermore, these parts could be installed

was having a problem with his fur-

over a few beers on the family minivan or

nace. No doubt after his Internet

SUV and that vehicle could be back on the

research and perhaps, thanks to Google,

road the next day.

he decided he needed a gas control valve.
So, if you are OK with that, why do we need
When he got to the sales counter at the

the Ontario College of Trades? Why can’t

supply store, he was asked for his gas fit-

any individual open a shop and start ser-

ter’s licence. As the story goes, these parts

vicing vehicles or just fix them for cash in

are illegal to sell to untrained, unlicensed

the driveway?

individuals. Of course, this makes a great
amount of sense—natural gas can be very

I think I can…

hazardous and dangerous if mishandled.

Given all the efforts to increase our image
and be more professional, we continue to

Furthermore, this incident took place in a

let some manufacturers and suppliers treat

province that has strict safety legislation

us like grease monkeys.

such as the mandatory use of seat belts,
helmets on motorcycles and bicycles for

Consumers may think they can replace

people under 18, and even stricter no-

parts, believing it’s a simple job and they

smoking laws. Why? Because all of the

can save money.

above legislation helps save lives!
And consequently, customers start looking

LOCATIONS
Mississauga, ON
Scarborough, ON
Vaughan, ON

In my opinion, the Automotive Service and

even closer. But what they don’t see is the

Delta, BC
Calgary, AB

Repair Industry has made great strides in

safety factor involved. What if that custom-

professionalism, some of these by design,

er performed the work in their driveway

Edmonton, AB

others by technology and survival of the

and this ‘simple’ job now means the vehicle

fittest.

is actually ‘unsafe’?

Getting back to our handy homeowner—

Back to our original dilemma—are we

how is it they cannot buy parts for a fur-

putting people at risk when untrained, un-

nance without having a fitters licence, but

licensed individuals are repairing vehicles?

by the same token, just about anybody

And should it be promoted?

Where am I going with this?

at the labour charges on their repair bill

VISIT US

can walk into an auto parts store and buy
brake, steering and suspension components without being a licenced or trained
automotive technician?

CALL US

Eccles has been in the industry as a licensed technician
for 41 years and in business as an independent service
provider for 31 years.
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Leader Profile

Patricia Lazzarotto

TRICO Canada’s Leader
Pat Lazzarotto wasn’t looking for a new job when TRICO posted an opening.
by Shirley Brown

P

at was working for Shrader Canada

going with Carter especially. They now

when a rep suggested she look at

have a 90 percent application, up from

this job offering. At first she thought,

70 percent! Our fulfillment service level

‘no’, but then sent in her resume. Pat knew

went from 70 to almost 90… that’s excit-

her interview went really well and felt she

ing. Our owner continues to invest and

would get the job—a great fit for the next

believe in the product line. Product en-

step in her career.

gineering is better. The Carter product is
unique with filtration above and beyond
the original equipment fuel pump!

As of 2011, Pat Lazzarotto became
Canadian Director, National Accounts for

“Even with AVM, we have North American

build and grow the automotive and heavy-

manufactured product. That’s great!” Pat

duty business. Pat looked for new opportunities for TRICO, expanding the product
line with customers, and worked with their
distributor for great fulfillment, driving
forecasting… a real multi-faceted position!
It’s all about customer service and Pat’s
willing to do what she can for the customer.

Photo: Eshel Zweig, Motorsport Photography

TRICO. She was to work with SS&M to re-

sees TRICO Products Corporation and the
Crowne Group, LLC moving onward and
upward in the industry.

The future
What does Pat see in the aftermarket
industry now? “A lot of positives today.
There’s so much change going on; more

Under Pat’s direction, the business has
grown in Canada (double digits the 1st year)
making the brand stronger and more recognizable. She has forged ahead and her
results are showing!

Expanded product line
TRICO was recently acquired by the
Crowne Group, LLC, which Pat feels is a
good thing. She’s now responsible for more
product lines—Carter Fuel Systems and

mergers, acquisitions, a lot of equity fund

“We’re becoming
more focused,
we’re multi-product
and we’re growing!”
Patricia Lazzarotto, Canadian Director,
National Accounts, TRICO

companies buying aftermarket companies
like the Crowne Group, LLC. I feel good
about them and how they’re progressing.
We can see further into the future now. I
see long-term gain. To grow the business
with a five-year or longer plan is good to
look at rather than a 2 to 3 year plan. I see
that with Crowne Group, LLC.
“I also think automotive is coming back to
North America in parts production, prod-

AVM Industries. “We’re becoming more fo-

uct base, cost of transportation, export

cused, we’re multi-product and we’re growing,” Pat states. “Wiper blades were more

the door to TRICO… and vice versa. “That’s

costs… it makes me feel good it’s coming

of an ‘accessory’ line, now we’re going more

what’s exciting. It gives us a better chance

back to our shores again. It’s important. I

under-hood. Handling more lines gives us

of getting in the door—more opportunity

also think brand growth is going to be big

an opportunity to see more customers!”

to grow sales and business.”

in the future!”

but now they’re buying Carter, and that

Pat’s very excited about this product ex-

Pat Lazzarotto is very pleased she was

opens the doors. If they see the Carter or

pansion. “This is something more mechan-

given the opportunity with TRICO, but as

AVN representation is really good, it opens

ical, more technical, and I love where we’re

we reminded her, she earned it!

Maybe the customer wasn’t buying TRICO,

12
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Cover STORY
Association

Eldon Ingram

Passion for
the Profession
Training makes the awardwinning difference.
BY Krystyna Lagowski

W

hen Rob Ingram was only six years
old, he figured out how to jumpstart the family tractor.

“I’d start it without the keys, use my foot
to push the hand lever, and move it into
the parking lot,” he recalls. “My father
took the batteries out of the tractor so I
couldn’t play with it.”
Even then, Ingram knew where his passion
lay. “I always wanted to come to the shop
instead of playing at home during the
summer,” Ingram recalls. “I grew up in the

Ingram is the third generation owner
of Eldon Ingram in Stratford, Ontario.
His grandfather, Eldon Ingram, bought

PhotoS: Jack Kazmierski

shop. It was where I wanted to be.”

a Texaco station with one bay in 1952.
“With my father, Rodger, and now myself,
we’ve expanded to six bays with three

business strategies. “They want to see

techs and two service advisors,” says

how you deal with customers,” explains

Ingram. His father recently retired from

Ingram. “That was the final test, and we

the shop, leaving Ingram in charge.

were one of two that scored the highest.

AUTOPRO of the Year

“Like any other independent shop, we had

This year, Ingram and his team earned the

very little business management training,”

prestigious AUTOPRO of the Year award.

Ingram confesses. “Once we started to work

“We’re very proud of how far we’ve come, be-

with Ideal Supply in Stratford, our NAPA

cause we’ve only been part of the AUTOPRO

Auto Parts supplier, we took some of their

program for six years,” he says. Last year,

training. When they introduced us to the

Ingram was runner-up for the award, but

AUTOPRO program, we jumped all over it.”

claimed the prize for his shop this year.
He says it’s made an enormous differ-

Craig Shoemaker, Tim Pile, Rodger Ingram (sitting),
Rob Ingram, Bruce Grasby

14

Ingram says his shop utilizes many of

ence to the shop. “We truly are locally

the NAPA programs. The selection pro-

owned but nationally recognized,” notes

cess includes a mystery call to gauge a

Ingram. “We can offer roadside assist-

shop’s level of commitment to 17 different

ance, national warranties like one year

| CarCare Business | December 2015 | www.autosphere.ca

“We’re always trying to im-

Ingram says he wishes he’d gotten a busi-

prove things. We’ve been deal-

ness degree before taking over the shop.

ing with the Pro Shop side of

“I thought I could come in as a diagnostic

it as long as we’ve been with

tech and run the business, but that’s not

AUTOPRO. It’s an excellent

true,” he says. “There are so many aspects

match for what we do.”

of the business that you need to understand in order to run a successful shop.

And naturally, he credits his

The people that aren’t taking the time to

staff with the shop’s suc-

do that are not going to stay around.” In

cess. “The people who work

the last 10 years, Ingram has taken many

for me are implementing all

college courses after hours to educate

this. They’re on the front lines

himself to take care of the business.

every day.”
“What we do from day to day isn’t getAlthough his father was a little

ting any easier,” he says. “We need more

apprehensive about joining the

young people in this industry. The aver-

AUTOPRO program, it didn’t

age tech is over 55 years old, and the

take long for him to see the

average owner is in his 60s. We need

value. “My father was in the

young people with energy, drive and the

trade for 47 years full time, and

desire to move forward.”

over the years, he’s seen how
we went from a corner gas sta-

Entrepreneurs

tion service centre to where it

That’s where Ingram believes the industry

became very labour intensive,

will, to a certain degree, take care of itself.

and now, with a strong focus

“The key to the future is business motiv-

on diagnostics,” says Ingram.

ated entrepreneurs taking training early,”

“Once he was exposed to the

Ingram says. “Those are the people who

programs, he came right on

see the value.”

board. He saw the value, knowing where our industry is going

“We have a shortage of technicians. And

and where we need to go as

the best shops, paying the best wages

a company.”

with the best systems and procedures,
will attract the best techs.” While money

Rodger and son Rob Ingram

is important, Ingram doesn’t believe it’s
the final decision maker. “Many techs

20,000 kilometre parts and labour warranty anywhere in North America. And the
10 year, 400,000 kilometre powertrain warranty, that’s very valuable to our customers.”
Ideal is a family owned business, and
Ingram says he enjoys working with them.
“They back us very well,” he notes. “We
have the freedom to make whatever decision we need in order to keep our cus-

“We need to create
a good experience
for the customer.”

stay with a progressive shop with good

Rob Ingram, Eldon Ingram,
Stratford, Ontario

using their solid business background

working conditions that treats them
well and provides a positive, inclusive
working environment.”
He sees lots of young entrepreneurs
to push the industry forward. Since his
shop is on a main road in a part of town

tomer on the road, and they always back

which is being developed, Ingram knows

us up one hundred percent.”

he will continue to attract a steady

Training

Education

stream of customers. “But we need

Ingram has been at the shop full time

to create a good experience for the

There’s also business management train-

for 20 years. “I’ve been here since I was

customer, and for that, you need good

ing, provided through Ideal Supply. “The

18 years old,” he says. “When I was in high

management skills, with a good under-

Dave Meunier TACT Automotive cours-

school, I was here pulling motors out of

standing of what makes a business work

es have been invaluable,” says Ingram.

cars, diagnosing them.”

successfully.”
www.autosphere.ca | December 2015 | CarCare Business |
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Supplier Perspective

Find It, Fix It
Tools, training and support are an essential part of successful diagnostic strategies in today’s
automotive aftermarket.
by Huw Evans

I

t’s Monday morning. A customer has

to a combination of attitude, resources

Deeper knowledge

brought his pickup into the shop for a

and training.

With most aftermarket shops focusing

driveability issue. It’s a work vehicle, so

on all makes or models, there’s a need

time off the road is costing him money. In an-

On the resources side, software and equip-

to ensure that on the diagnostics side,

other service bay, a mother of two had to get

ment providers need to make sure techni-

technicians have ready access to vehicle

her SUV towed in because it wouldn’t start,

cians know how to maximize use of those

information from multiple models, brands

leaving her late for work and her neighbours

products. And that requires training.

and years.

having to take the kids to school.
It’s something Identifix, part of the

Fuerst notes that as vehicle complexity

For the shop and its technicians, this is crunch

Solera Group of companies, takes

continues to increase, “There’s an op-

time. A proper diagnosis of each vehicle is es-

very seriously. Chuck Fuerst, Director,

portunity to think beyond ‘traditional’

sential to ensure the problems are found and

Product Marketing for Identifix says that

methods of servicing cars.” He notes that

repairs done right, first time around.

as a trusted resource for automotive

Identifix has been adding a significant

service repair professionals, “We have

amount of content to its database, in-

Doing so means a happy customer and

to be one step ahead of our customers.”

cluding interactive wiring diagrams and

one that will likely provide referrals. On

Fuerst says that’s why Identifix looks to

Chilton repair data for vehicles as far back

the other hand, failing to fix the problem

quickly build the right solutions into the

as 1960.

could result in a hefty bill for the custom-

products it offers. Doing so helps the

er, lost productivity for the shop and poor

company keep up to date with evolving

Fuerst says that as a result of recent

CSI scores that could harm its reputation.

vehicle technology while at the same

enhancements, Identifix’s Direct-Hit software now covers data on approximate-

with the knowledge and confidence to

ly 98 percent of all vehicles on North

the first time? In a nutshell, it comes

tackle any vehicle issue.

American roads.

PhotoS: Identifix, Huw Evans

time being able to provide technicians
So how do you ensure it gets fixed right

Direct Hit from Identifix now offers diagnostic data on 98 percent
of vehicles on the road in North America.
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With so much consumer choice, there’s a greater need
than ever for shops to diagnose and fix problems quickly.

SPECIAL FILE

At Bosch, a combination of advanced

For resource and equipment providers,

diagnostic tools and a dedicated

the value proposition the product of-

team of more than 20 field tech-

fers their customers is also hugely im-

nical training experts are helping

portant. Speed, ease of use and cover-

provide the solutions and support

age are key. “When it comes to scan

to ensure shop technicians can fix it

tools, coverage is king,” says Fissette.

right the first time. “Our field team

“The more vehicles a tool can work on

a repair shop often only has ‘one shot’ at it.

makes weekly shop visits to learn

and the more assets available to help

“With so many choices today, customers really

about the problems technicians are

technicians complete the repair, the

want to have a trusted relationship with their

better the tool and the greater the

service shop,” he says. He also notes that provid-

value it presents.”

ers such as Identifix can help service providers

As vehicle complexity
continues to increase,
“there’s an opportunity
to think beyond
‘traditional’ methods of
servicing cars.”
Chuck Fuerst, Director,
Product Marketing, Identifix

Troubleshooting and Trust
Accessing the right information is not only important for technicians in diagnosing and solving
problems; it can also serve as a bridge for building trust. But as Identifix’s Chuck Fuerst explains,

beyond diagnostic strategies in the service bay.
But the right tools are only as ef-

“Being able to manage a growing customer base

fective as those that are using them,

while boosting shop efficiency across every as-

which is why diagnostic equipment

pect of the business is an important component

and service providers like Bosch

for today’s shop owner,” says Fuerst. He notes

and Identifix place a strong em-

this includes aspects such as managing the entire

phasis on training and the need for

customer experience from check-in to check-out,

shops and their technicians to be

as well as ongoing communication with a shop’s

aware of the latest developments

database of clients; managing shop productiv-

and proper repair procedures. The

ity, and also sales and inventory. Collectively, it

need is exacerbated by the pace at

is through such strategies that shops, working

which vehicle technology is evolving,

with diagnostic resource providers, can maintain

driven by the need for automakers to

customer relationships, create loyalty and grow

find ways of making cars and trucks
facing in the service bay,” says Justin

ever more reliable, fuel efficient

Fissette, a Marketing Specialist for

and safe.

their business.
Fuerst says that for providers such as Identifix,

Bosch’s Automotive Aftermarket

being able to evolve with the needs of their cus-

Service Solutions business, “and turn

“We strongly encourage our custom-

tomers is essential. “It’s about giving them the

those problems into training sessions.

ers to attend training sessions,” says

tools and technology to be more productive and

Our training comes directly from and

Fissette. “If you’re not trained on the

profitable,” he says, “whether they run a single

works to address the issues techni-

latest technology, you quickly make

location or multiple shops.”

cians are facing in the field.”

yourself obsolete.”

Scheduled maintenance tools can promote transparency
and help build long-lasting customer relationships.
www.autosphere.ca | December 2015 | CarCare Business |
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SPECIAL FILE

Service Provider Perspective

Hand in Hand

Quality tools and quality training are essential.
by Huw Evans

Y

ou always want the latest infor-

Carlos Tipan, who owns and operates

mation available to you,” says

Oakville Import Auto Centre in Oakville,

Craig Shoemaker, who works as a

Ont., also takes the opportunity to train

Diagnostic Technician at Eldon Ingram

whenever he can. Tipan says he finds in-

Ltd., a NAPA AUTOPRO Service Centre in

class instruction particularly beneficial.

Stratford, Ont.

Trickle down

Shoemaker says that being armed with

Tipan, whose business specializes in

the best tools for the job and the know-

European vehicle servicing, says that in

ledge to use them makes a huge differ-

some respects it has provided him with

ence in the service bay.

an advantage when it comes to diagnostics. “When I was an apprentice back in

“Manufacturers are always making chan-

the 1980s, we were already working with

ges when it comes to diagnostic tools,”

electronic fuel injection, oxygen sensors

he says. “By having the latest updates, it

and gas analyzers to set and adjust air/

allows you to do more with a scan tool and

fuel ratios,” he says.

it really helps when you’re diagnosing and
repairing a vehicle.”

Photo: Huw Evans

“

Over the years, Tipan has seen a trickledown effect with technology once reserved

Shoemaker notes that in many cases, hav-

for premium European vehicles finding its

ing access to the OEM diagnostic tools is

way into more mainstream offerings, both

a huge benefit, even though the cost dif-

Domestic and Imports.

ferentiation between OE and aftermarket
units can sometimes be significant.

Nevertheless, there’s always an opportunity to learn. “You have to con-

“When you have access to the same infor-

stantly be training and learning to be

mation that OEM dealer technicians do,

successful in this business,” he says.

LOCATIONS

there’s often nothing you can’t do with the

“Technology is accelerating and you need

Mississauga, ON

vehicle,” he says.

to invest in equipment and stay informed

Scarborough, ON
Vaughan, ON

Training counts

of any changes, particularly with the
newer vehicles.”

Nevertheless, the best diagnostic tools in the

Delta, BC
Calgary, AB

world are only as good as the person using

Tipan notes that with diagnostics becom-

them, which is why Shoemaker has made it

ing an increasingly important part of

Edmonton, AB

a mission to learn as much as he can, when-

auto service and repair, technicians need

ever the opportunity presents itself.

to have a thorough understanding of

CALL US

electronics and technology as well as the
“I like to be proactive when it comes to

ability to turn wrenches. “Being an auto

training,” he says. Shoemaker cites an

technician today really is a profession.

example where, via General Motors OE

You need to be able to understand and

training, he learned about a brake pedal

fix anything on a vehicle, from the HVAC

sensor that helped him diagnose and fix a

system, to replacing front-end parts. You

brake issue. “If I’d never taken the training

have to be a plumber, an electrician and

I wouldn’t have known about it,” he says.

IT specialist all at once.”

VISIT US

www.autosphere.ca | December 2015 | CarCare Business |
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Jobber Perspective

In Their Shoes
Jobbers need to have a thorough understanding of installer needs when it comes to diagnostic tools.
by Huw Evans

A

nthony Salvati of Berco Automotive
Supply Ltd., based in North York,
Ont., says that when it comes to

diagnostic equipment, jobbers have to be
knowledgeable about what they’re supplying and that it really fits the needs and
demands of their customers.
“Because of the way the automotive supply chain works, we need to make sure
that we have the information because a lot
of the time, the shops will be relying on us
to bring them up to speed.”

Photo: Huw Evans

He also says that when it comes to diagnostics, fast changing vehicle software
and the updates required to effectively
troubleshoot an issue and fix it at the
Identifying a shop’s diagnostic tool needs while also being an information source is critical for jobbers.

shop mean there’s a constant need to
identify what tools the shops currently
have and what they require.

At Eldon Ingram Ltd, a NAPA AutoPro

And that requires a change in mindset.

Service Centre in Stratford, Ont., shop

“There’s a notion that the more vehicles

Salvati also says it’s important to be able

owner/operator Rob Ingram says that

that come through the shop the more

to market those products effectively. “We

with the continued increase in on-board

profitable you are,” says Ingram. “But that

have to remember that the manufacturers

vehicle electronics, more control when

thinking needs to be turned 180 degrees.

aren’t always necessarily talking to the

it comes to reprogramming and recon-

You need to have a lower car count but

service providers about their products

figuring requires more “intelligent” and

charge more for the work you do. If you’re

and in many cases it’s up to us to get the

increasingly more specialized diagnos-

not charging it, you’re not profitable

information out there.”

tic equipment. “We’re definitely look-

enough to acquire the diagnostic tools

ing for more bi-directional scan tools,”

and training you need.”

On the flip side, in order to help jobbers

says Ingram. “A scan tool that just

and even manufacturers, there needs to

reads data simply isn’t good enough

Anthony Salvati says jobbers need to take a

be clear two-way communication between

any more.”

long-term view of the relationship with their

all parties involved.

installers and that requires ongoing educaHe also notes that as diagnostics has

tion and communication. “Our job is to serve

and continues to become an increasingly

our customers, the installers, the best we

Aftermarket parts manufacturers see

important part of Eldon Ingram’s overall

can. “The worst case scenario you can have

actual field experience is invaluable. They

business, shops need to understand

is that your customer is trying to diagnose

know that if a shop can make suggestions

that the investments required for accur-

a problem with their customer’s vehicle and

to the jobber and manufacturer about

ate diagnostics and repair mean they

doesn’t have the right equipment. If you

some of the features a diagnostic tool

need to charge accordingly for the work

don’t know that and they don’t know that,

should incorporate, everybody benefits.

they perform.

it’s a waste of everybody’s time.”

Feedback Matters
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Visit Michelin.ca for details.

Profile

Collee Automotive

The Vision Became Reality
The year was 1993! Matt Collee wanted to have a business of his own and set out to do just that.
by Shirley Brown

H

e and his wife, Donna, leased space
quite near their own house to start
an auto parts business. To do so,

they obtained an Ontario Government
Grant (Small Venture Loan back then).
It eventually came through and Collee
Automotive in Niagara Falls was then a reality. Toronto’s Base Automotive Warehouse
(now Vast Auto Distribution) took Matt on
as an Auto Value parts store, providing
inventory and support and helped Matt
get on the correct track. In fact, Collee
Photo: Collee Automotive

Automotive was one of the very first Auto
Value members in Ontario. Today, Collee
Automotive is still an Auto Value store
under the Vast Auto Distribution umbrella
and very loyal to the program.
Donna and Matt Collee in their shop

We asked Matt how the business had
evolved over the years and he answered,

looking at what can be done together to

“Better than expected!” He has a great

make things better for both of us!”

team working with him on the counter,
shipping and receiving and has drivers who
have all certainly stepped up to the plate to
service and get what the customer wants.

Service and quality go together
In the 1,500 sq. ft. store, six staff members including Matt and Donna—who

“We give them the right
parts the first time.
We also get them quality
parts at the right price.”
Matt Collee, Owner, Collee Automotive

Great staff, inventory
“We use the Eagle computer system that
ties us right into all inventory in the Vast
warehouse. This makes it much easier for
our countermen to quickly order parts. The
staff is great at Vast—the salesmen, counterpeople, warehouse staff, office staff… all of

does the banking and office work—give

them. Tony Del Vasto and his family have

their customers friendly, personable ser-

added Donna and I to their long list of friends
and we’re honoured to be on that list.”

vice that has certainly made them a success story. Matt works the counter and

Matt also says that more than half of his

tells us that his customers are very satis-

clients have been long-term customers.

fied with their service because, “We give

“In return, we try to help our service
providers in the best way possible, to be

them the right parts the first time. We also

We wanted to know how Vast Auto

personable and friendly… just like one big

get them quality parts at the right price.

Distribution helped Matt grow Collee

happy family!

And this is so important. Customers don’t

Automotive. “Vast has a really great inven-

like waiting for the parts. The vehicle is on

tory that’s available overnight to us here

“Computer systems have certainly helped

the hoist and their time is precious. They

in Niagara Falls. They also have competi-

change our business, but to help jobbers

want quality parts so the vehicle won’t

tive pricing which certainly helps us out.”

survive, we need more young people com-

come back because of a broken part and

Matt tells us that Vast is very personable

ing into our businesses to grow the busi-

the job has to be done all over again.”

with him and his Team. “They are always

nesses into the future!”
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nu•cle•us
n(y)okle s
e

noun
noun: nucleus; plural noun: nuclei
The central and most important part of an object, movement, or group,
forming the basis for its activity

EXCEPTIONAL
EMPLOYER

TM

The nucleus of your business is...

YOUR TEAM!

Engaging your company’s team is the key to exceptional
customer care, productivity
and profitability.

Attract the best new talented employees
Create a more efficient working environment
Improve overall employee satisfaction and retention

CONSULT WITH OUR TEAM! WE CAN ASSIST YOU
IN ACHIEVING YOUR GOALS!
Contact RÉMY ROUSSEAU
514-236-3141
remyrousseau@rogers.com
www.exceptionalemployer.com
Partners

Greenwood Speaks

If you have a business problem, acknowledge it

Satisfied With Your Business?
Many shop owners seem to be on a total burnout path.

BOB GREENWOOD

S

Third, consider a reasonable time frame

people, not just “cost” of staff. Competent,

to implement the plan. Allow yourself 1 to

positive people make the shop money. If the

2 years to start seeing a change that will

right labour rates are in place, you’ll have

reward you for your efforts.

the cash to hire and train the best, providing your accounts receivable are in order.

ome common denominators create

The bottom line to any strategy and re-

this scenario: 1. Understaffed by at

sults must provide the owner with person-

Communicate daily with your staff. Clearly

least three people. 2. Owner and staff

al satisfaction. Why implement something

point out the positives they’re doing, but

that causes aggravation?

ensure they understand the vision the

don’t communicate well—shop has negative ambiance—owner constantly “battles”

shop must move to and how each individ-

attitudes. 3. Owner has high stress level

Consider implementing a pricing strategy

ual staff member fits into completing that

trying to satisfy every customer. 4. Owner

allowing you to provide service and quality

vision. Give them the feeling of ownership.

believes more in price competitiveness to

work now. Put your labour rate where it’s

Staff respond when they truly feel part of

gain customers rather than delivering high

supposed to be, based on shop competency.

the business. Keep the “vision message” up

value to build long-term client loyalty.

Accept that you’ll lose some so-called “cus-

front in their minds. Communicate, discuss

tomers”—those that are always focused on

collectively and individually, then com-

price. You’re better off without them. They’re

municate more. This is critical today… too

likely the customers causing the stress.

many shop owners aren’t paying enough

Notice a common ground here?
All the points have to do with “other”

attention to it. Repeating important mes-

people’s issues and their desires—the
owner’s personal needs aren’t addressed,

Once that’s in place, focus on the front

sages and concepts is vital to move for-

including: time for mental/physical escape

counter processes counseling customers on

ward. This begins the process of changing

from business; confident things are in

preventative maintenance and lead them to

the culture of what the business is about.

good hands while away; personal satisfac-

the “service on need” business model. Use

tion that shop is appreciated by its cus-

your systems so you can give each person

Develop a customer/client follow-up pro-

tomers, perceived as a valuable industry

a written commentary prescribed by the

cedure... a telephone call or personally

and community member.

manufacturer. This is the area where one

addressed short letter. This tells people

must LEARN to slow down procedures. Most

you appreciate them and their business,

Shop owners need to address personal

people are uninformed about manufactur-

the message being that you’ll never let

needs otherwise future business failure

ers’ recommendations for proper vehicle

them down.

could happen. More importantly, future

care. The key words are SLOW DOWN.
Reformatting your business to achieve

health could become “the” issue. This busiStart to measure productivity by “labour

great personal satisfaction is a process.

hours billed” per work order. Too many

Don’t rush. Stay on track! Keep repeating

To address personal needs, the owner should

shops measure “sales per invoice.” Labour

to yourself that the personal rewards

first acknowledge he/she has a problem with

hours billed are what creates the net profit

gained through implementation of your

the current state of business. If this isn’t ac-

needed. Measure productivity, not activity.

own self-discipline will see it through.

ness isn’t worth risking personal health.

knowledged, nothing will happen.
Search for the right staff… people with the
Second, time should be set aside to think

right attitude who are willing to learn, be

about, write down and mathematically

trained, and embrace training. Sometimes

work out a proper business plan addressing

a super qualified individual brings nega-

issues. It’s December now, so likely you can

tive attitude baggage. Focus on maximum

set a day aside for some serious thinking.

competency with the right attitude of the
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You can do it!
Bob Greenwood (AAM) is Founder and President of
Automotive Aftermarket E-Learning Centre Ltd.
(aaec.ca) with over 34 years experience advising
independent shops on all facets of their business.
You can reach him by phone at 1 800 267-5497
or by e-mail at greenwood@aaec.ca.

Training

Advertorial

NAPA Excellence Certifications

Platinum Makes Its Debut
Further to the success of the technician training program, an equivalent program is being
introduced for workshops
BY Guy O’Bomsawin

T

o ring in 2016, NAPA Excellence is
launching the new Platinum annual
certification program for workshops

that subscribe to their online training
services.
The training program is intended for companies rather than individuals, so the
criteria is largely different and continuous
effort is required from all employees.

Platinum requirements
To be eligible for this certification, workshops must have at least three employees
PHOTO: Jean-Marie Savard

who are NAPA Excellence members. One
of these employees must also be a certified NAPA specialist.
Plus, workshops must have successfully
completed 25 courses and at least three
quarters of their employees must have

The NAPA Platinum plaque, presented by Pascal Mercier, Marketing and Communications Coordinator at NAPA Excellence,
is designed to be updated each year.

each completed five courses in one year.

Service and management

keep your team up to date on the latest

Changes and additional material in custom-

technology.

er service training include time management, selling tires and products, quotes,

Individual certification programs for technicians, technical advisors, and managers

As for the existing 60 courses in the

have been expanded with over 30 new

six technician modules, several training

courses, 20 of which are equivalent to two

sessions have been replaced by content

As for management modules, they are ex-

additional modules.

that is more in line with maintenance tasks.

pressly about generations, integration, motiv-

technical information, and green energy.

ation, training, and developing the business.
Intended for technical advisors, one of

What’s more, the NAPA certification pro-

these 10-course modules now has an en-

gram now includes final exams; techni-

An inclusive program

tirely technical component about different

cians who receive an outstanding mark on

Whether they are from independent work-

systems, inspection, and checking detailed

these exams are given a special reward.

shops or are members of NAPA AUTOPRO

information.

and NAPA AutoCare, all NAPA Excellence

A quick look at what’s new

members who meet the selection criteria

For owners and managers, there is an-

Changes in technician training mostly

other 10-course module devoted to

involve air conditioning, CAN communi-

human resource management; namely,

cations, computer-controlled braking,

For more information about the certifica-

how to get the most out of your team,

and on-board diagnostics for automatic

tion programs that focus on skills, click the

how to strengthen your team, and how to

transmissions.

link on the NAPA Excellence website.

are eligible for Platinum certification.
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AIA Canada

Celebrating Change
Focusing on member needs and new challenges.
BY Jean-François Champagne

E

very year there’s always something

to empower women who are already part

successful road safety campaigns in 2015

to celebrate at AIA Canada, and this

of, or are considering a career in the auto-

through Be Car Care Aware (BCCA), our

year has been no exception.

motive aftermarket industry. The project

consumer car care education campaign.

has already garnered great interest from

AIA partnered with a number of road safe-

In June, the Board of Directors of AIA

the industry and it’s our hope that AWAKE

ty stakeholders to bring about successful

Canada announced the appointment of

will encourage diversity and enrichment of

campaigns in May (Car Care Month) and

Jean-François Champagne as President.

the workplace culture to the benefit of the

October (Car Safety Month).

JF Champagne has served as Executive

industry as a whole.

Director for the Canadian Security

On the training side, in 2015 I-CAR

Association (CANASA) since 2009, bring-

Website

ing a broad range of skills, knowledge

In September, we launched our newly re-

s e a t s a c ro s s C a n a d a , d raw i n g o n

and association management experi-

designed, bilingual website. It was crafted

62 instructors and 13 Colleges. Demand

ence to AIA. He officially came aboard on

to reflect what our members told us they

has been driven by the inclusion of

September 1, 2015, and has been work-

needed now but also built upon technol-

I-CAR requirements in various OE certi-

ing diligently to engage members and

ogy capable of addressing future needs.

fied collision network programs, includ-

build platforms for partnerships.

The site is responsive and designed to

ing Honda/Acura, VW/Audi, Toyota, Ford

Canada delivered almost 10,000 training

adapt to a user’s behaviour and environ-

and Chrysler. I-CAR also delivered over

Just before his start, AIA Canada moved to

ment, meaning that it is tablet and mo-

500 welding certifications, bringing

new offices in Ottawa that better serve the

bile-compatible. The streamlined menus

Canadian technicians up to global auto-

activities of the organization, offering more

and the user friendly, easy-to-use naviga-

motive steel and aluminum welding stan-

meeting space and a more central location

tion will give members access to the infor-

dards. The Canadian collision repair sec-

to Parliament and government agencies.

mation they need, anywhere, anytime.

tor was also supported by the astonishing

When asked about the changes at AIA

There’s a convenient new job board, where

Forum (CCIF), which in 2015 brought

Canada this year, JF Champagne was

they can submit employment opportun-

world-leading speakers to meetings in

pleased to share his thoughts.

ities for free as part of their membership

Toronto, Calgary, Halifax and Detroit.

success of the Canadian Collision Industry

benefits. Also, the newly added calendar
AIA Canada continued its member and

feature makes it easy to preview list-

Lastly, our 2015 market research, includ-

industry outreach, particularly with AIA

ings with easy-to-read dates and details.

ing 2015 Study of Automotive Service

Canada’s western division, working in

Members are also welcome to submit

Bays in Canada, 2014 Compensation

British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan

their own events.

and Benefit Survey Results Report and

and Manitoba. We’ve hosted a number of

the Canadian Collision Repair Industry

government relations events, and worked

AIA members should see the website as

Yearbook 2015, continue to provide critic-

with training authorities and the educa-

a repository for industry information, re-

al, in-depth information about our indus-

tional sector to attract new people to the

sources and ideas. We hope that they can

try exclusively to AIA Canada members.

industry, as well as taking the helm with

share this knowledge, provide feedback

issues like vehicle safety and consumer

and follow various association initiatives

It has been an exciting year for AIA

road safety.

through the website.

Canada, with many opportunities to build

In addition, the exciting Advancing Women

Road safety and market research

in Automotive Knowledge Exchange

In our continued efforts to keep Canadians

hope to meet with even more of you in the

(AWAKE) program was launched, aiming

safe on the road, AIA Canada had two

months ahead.
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on into the future. I thank all of our members for their feedback and support, and

association

Advancing Women in Automotive Knowledge Exchange

Encouraging Diversity and Enrichment
of Workplace Culture
Did you know that, according to Statistics Canada, while 51 percent of the Canadian population
is female, a mere 6.4 percent of jobs in trades including the automotive aftermarket industry
are held by women?

T

; Developing strategic partnerships with
technical colleges and school guidance
counsellors.

he automotive aftermarket is a constantly changing, fast-paced industry that offers fulfilling careers and

; Creating opportunities for knowledge
exchange by expanding the participation of women in advisory councils and
committees.

competitive salaries. It is a huge sector
with jobs available in all segments, room
for growth and a wide array of choices for
those who are looking to jumpstart an
exciting career or change career paths.

; Piloting the creation of digital resourPhoto: AIA

The automotive aftermarket is a global
industry that offers many opportunities
and fosters transferable skills you can take
with you to any position.

In October 2015, AIA Canada officially announced the launch
of the Advancing Women in Automotive Knowledge Exchange
(AWAKE) project.

Women in Automotive Aftermarket
The Automotive Industries Association
(AIA) of Canada strongly believes that
increasing the participation of women in
the automotive aftermarket sector is not
only good for women, but also good for
business, and we are committed to helping women succeed in this industry.
In October 2015, AIA Canada officially
announced the launch of the Advancing
Women in Automotive Knowledge Exchange
(AWAKE) project. The three-year project
aims to promote the recruitment, retention and advancement of women in the
automotive aftermarket industry across

Contact Us!
Want to know more? Want to get involved?
Requests for participation in the project,

The Automotive Industries
Association (AIA) of
Canada strongly believes
that increasing the
participation of women in
the automotive aftermarket
sector is not only good
for women, but also good
for business, and we are
committed to helping women
succeed in this industry.

Canada. AWAKE aims to empower women
who are already a part of, or are considering a career in the automotive after-

rewarding career are just some of the great

market industry, and to encourage diversity

reasons women should consider a career in

and enrichment of the workplace culture to

the automotive aftermarket.

the benefit of the industry as a whole.

ces including an online portal.

project reports and updates will be made
available on AIA Canada’s website, aiacanada.com. You may also join the conversation on social media following the hashtag
#awakeAIA.
1 800 808-2920
awake@aiacanada.com
#awakeAIA

Automotive Industries
Association of Canada
180 Elgin Street, Suite 1400
Ottawa, Ontario K2P 2K3
Telephone: 800 808-2920
Fax: 613 728-6021
aiacanada.com
facebook.com/aiaofcanada
Twitter @aiaofcanada

What are we doing?

The automotive aftermarket industry offers

; Conducting a comprehensive needs as-

excellent opportunities for women. Enhanced

sessment including Canada-wide focus

career opportunities and the potential for a

groups, an industry survey and report.

The AWAKE project was made possible through funding from
Status of Women Canada, a federal government organization
that promotes equality for women and their full participation
in the economic, social and democratic life of Canada.
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Human Resources

Training The Next Generation

Who’s Leading Your Pack?
Our experienced technicians have a big impact on aspiring apprentices, and often set the tone
for the apprentice’s work attitude and performance.

Emily Chung

I

recently spoke with students at different school boards about exploring
a career in the trades. While I think

there’s a stereotype against the trades
for being a ‘dirty’ job, I’ve also heard a
lot of tradespeople discourage others
from going into the trade. There’s nothing like seeing a kid excited about being
a technician and working on cars, and
then having a licensed technician tell
them only the undesirable things about
our trade. It’s just not a balanced viewPhoto: AutoNiche

point and really discourages them from
potentially being a fantastic tech!
The problem we’re going to have as em-

It’s important for your technician to train apprentices.

ployers is that we’ll have a smaller pool of
people to hire from. Consider your business

takes pride in the work, loves the trade,

to be trained too, right? A technician who

and the attitude of your technicians. Have

follows proper procedure, and keeps calm

demonstrates leadership gets fulfilment

you accepted that your rock star techs won’t

under pressure, your apprentice is likely to

from developing someone else.

be there forever? Eventually, they will retire.

pick those up, too.

Have you lined up apprentices with techni-

Many apprentices complain that they’re

cians so that they can be taught properly?

Competition

stuck on tires and oil changes all the

I’m not saying your employees will work for

I’ve heard of skilled technicians (whether

time, or that they’re not given a chance

you forever after you train them, but in the

paid hourly or performance-based) who

to learn. OK, I admit there are some ap-

very least we should give them a great rea-

don’t train apprentices because they view

prentices who aren’t teachable and I could

son to stay by investing in them.

them as their competition once the appren-

write a whole article just about that! I’m

tice gets licensed. Or they don’t want to

not referring to those here. While I believe

train because it’ll take more time to com-

that everyone should pay their dues with

Let’s face it, it’s called an apprenticeship

plete a job. The sad thing is that unless the

basic jobs, I also believe it’s important to

for a reason. Right? The idea is that the

employer is willing to create an environ-

have technicians who are humble enough

trade needs to be learned through experi-

ment where techs see the personal benefit

to teach their skills to the apprentice.

ence and by working under the guidance

of developing apprentices, there’ll never be

Training the next generation of apprentices

of a more skilled technician. If your tech

a transfer of skill and knowledge.

in-house is a great way to continue your

Monkey see, monkey do

shop’s legacy of quality work and profes-

cuts corners, is weak at reading wiring diagrams, is unable to diagnose, doesn’t keep

If you’ve got a supportive environment

the bay clean or throws tantrums, chances

and your technician still won’t train others,

are he or she will be passing those bad

you’ve got to get to the bottom of why with

habits on to the apprentice. On the flip

that specific tech. After all, that knowledge-

side, if the technician is knowledgeable,

able tech was once an apprentice and had
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sional service.
Emily is a wife and mother of two, the owner of AutoNiche
(a family friendly repair shop in Markham), a licensed
technician, certified child car seat technician,
and automotive blogger with the Yummy Mummy Club.
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event

Lindertech Technical Training

Expanded Format
For the first time, the Conference included both specific
technical and shop management sessions.
by Huw Evans

O

n October 23 and 24, Cochrane

explained that the new format was

Automotive hosted the annual

designed to address the issues of run-

Lindertech Automotive Technical

ning today’s automotive service shops,

Tra i n i n g C o n f e re n c e a t t h e H i l to n

which have to include an understanding

Garden Inn, Toronto Airport West in

of effective business practices as well

Mississauga, Ont.

as the latest technical data and infor-

PARTS
FOR
EVERY
CAR
FUEL PUMPS

DIESEL
FILTERS

mation being released from the OEMs
It marked the 10th running of this estab-

regarding specific vehicle servicing and

lished and highly acclaimed event which

repairs. “Traditionally, we’ve strictly been

brought automotive aftermarket techni-

a technical conference,” says Cochrane

cians and shop managers from across the

“but today we need to discuss ideas that

country for two days of intensive workshops.

are coming. That’s why we did a session

C

on the connected car.”
In a break from previous years, the 2015

M

Y

CM

conference featured sessions tailored

He says it’s important for shop owners

to both management practices and also

and managers to understand that they

specific technical data.

need to ensure their technicians are up

BRAKING

OXYGEN SENSORS

WIPER BLADES
ALTERNATORS
INJECTORS
SPARK PLUGS

SENSORS

IGNITION PARTS

STARTERS
BATTERIES

MY

CY

CMY

to speed on the latest vehicle technolK

On Friday, October 23, ASE Master

ogy so they’re able to diagnose and

Te c h n i c i a n

repair increasingly sophisticated cars

and

AMI

Ac c r e d i t e d

Automotive Manager Donny Seyfer

and trucks.

of Seyfer Automotive in Wheat Ridge,
Colo. conducted two sessions, one that

Other highlights included updates

focused on LEAN shop practices and

from the Rui Martins of Automotive

Process Management and another on the

Aftermarket E-Learning Centre (AAEC)

“Connected Car.”

on new requirements for vehicle safety
inspections in Ontario, and the chance

On Saturday, October 24, Triple Master

for attending technicians to take a look

Certified ASE Technician Scot Manna of

at some of the latest diagnostic tools

MB Automotive Inc. in Des Plaines, Ill.

and services offered through Mark

took the audience through a comprehen-

Lemay and Jordan Coseni at Auto Aide

sive view of Fiat Chrysler’s Multi-Air family

Technical Services.

Leading Global OE Supplier
for Domestic, Asian and
European Vehicles
Learn more at
www.PartsForEveryCar.com

of four-cylinder engines and what technicians need to know when it comes to ser-

Although every table was full in the

vicing and repairing these units, plus real

Hilton conference hall, John Cochrane

life case studies regarding specific vehicle

says the emphasis is always to get more

problems, diagnosis and solutions.

and more shops and technicians to

Management and
technical training plus

these events. “Shops need to embrace
all forms of training,” he says. “It is absolutely imperative if they’re going to

In an interview with CarCare Business,

succeed in this industry today and in

John Cochrane of Cochrane Automotive

the future.”

© 2014 Robert Bosch LLC, USA. All rights reserved.
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Monroe Ride & Drive

Visceral Evaluation
The Monroe Ride & Drive experience provides invaluable hands-on training for service providers.
by Huw Evans

I

magine what would happen to your
car’s engine internals if you didn’t
change the oil for 100,000 km? So

it’s no stretch to assume that when it
PhotoS: Huw Evans

comes to suspension dampers, distance
could cause breakdowns such as fluid and
gas seepage, which in turn could impact
vehicle control and safety.
It’s something Sidney Gay, Manager, Sales

Tenneco’s Monroe Ride & Drive experience includes hands-on
vehicle testing to demonstrate product effectiveness.

Classroom instruction is a key part
of these events.

Training for Tenneco repeatedly demon-

components, help result in quality fit and

Each Monroe Ride & Drive event is split

strates during the company’s Monroe

performance as well as satisfaction and

into two parts, a classroom session con-

Ride & Drive events throughout Canada

peace of mind for both the vehicle owner

ducted by Gay and also a practical, on-

and the U.S.

and the shop that installs them.

track evaluation where attendees are in-

That’s why, he says, service shop techni-

The Monroe range of dampers includes

vehicles equipped with moderately worn

cians need to perform a strut and shock

OESpectrum shocks and struts for import

OE ride-control components and Monroe

inspection “at 80,000 km”.

and domestic passenger cars and light

equivalents in a closed-test environment.

vited to experience the difference between

Peace of mind

trucks incorporating the latest in valve
technology; Reflex for light truck and SUV

With professional instruction, attendees

Gay stresses to attending shop owners

applications that require greater ground

are taken out in one of a number of vehicles

and technicians at these events that strut

clearance; as well as Gas-Magnum shocks

representative of what the general popu-

and shock inspections are essential and

for heavier-duty vehicles. There are also

lation drives, usually four-door sedans,

that it’s not about selling the customer

monotube dampers for specific appli-

minivans and SUVs. The course itself in-

a replacement part, but rather providing

cations, Monroe Quick-Strut complete,

corporates a number of specific exercises

them advice and peace of mind.

ready-to-install strut assemblies and spe-

including acceleration, braking, uneven

cialized products such as load adjusting

road surfaces and hard cornering to dem-

Gay says it’s important for shops to under-

shock absorbers; electronic units and air

onstrate how the ride control components

stand that carrying quality, name branded

spring conversion kits.

perform and affect vehicle handling.

Monroe provides multiple benefits. These

Toll pass

At the Kitchener, Ont. Monroe Ride &

include the quality and performance bene-

Initiatives such as the Tenneco Expert Plus

Drive program, Lee Marlow, from The

fits associated with the extensive R&D

Program, 90-day “Safe & Sound” satisfac-

Mufflerman in Stratford, Ont., noted that

conducted by Tenneco, a leading global

tion guarantee and cross-border warranty

attending the event had been “a good

OE supplier. Also important is the cus-

coverage are key tools to help service

learning experience.” In driving the vehicles

tomer support provided by an established

providers successfully execute ride control

equipped with Monroe dampers, Marlow

industry player to help educate consumers

replacement conversations with their cus-

said, “You can definitely notice the differ-

on the importance of ride control inspec-

tomers when vehicles are found to have

ence in cornering and handling. The vehicle

tions and replacement of worn units.

worn units that need replacing. Gay says

feels a lot tighter and you feel a lot more in

that as far as service providers are con-

control behind the wheel.”

ride control products like those from

As far as aftermarket service providers

cerned, taking advantage of such programs

are concerned, aspects such as a compre-

“is like having an electronic toll-booth pass

For more information on Monroe’s Ride & Drive

hensive warranty, and application specific

during rush hour.”

Programs, visit: monroe.com/en-US/events/
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Ontario NAPA AUTOPRO

They Came to Learn
Winner—the Ontario NAPA AUTOPRO Convention!
By Shirley Brown

T

Ron Tite had the audience engaged.

he show started off with a bang with a welcome from Robert
Duncan, NAPA Regional Vice-President, Ontario, who went on
to introduce the first two speakers. Following that, the scheduled

Suppliers Trade Show was very busy!
The convention program was dynamic. The chosen main speakers were
excellent—Stephan Maighan, Sylvain Guimond and Ron Tite brought
messages to the assemblage that were pertinent, informative and well
received. Everyone learned something from each presenter.

The busy Akebono Brakes booth at the trade show.

The breakout sessions also proved popular… AutoVitals has come up
with a tool as well as a system for increasing shop productivity and
profits. Another of the breakout sessions showed the best way to use
the web for better visibility, and to help you solve your people puzzles.
The workshop led by Barb Johnston was designed to help discover your
natural talents and learn how they can become your greatest weakness.
And to top it all off, the entertainment after the gala dinner and award
presentations was superb. Colin Mochrie (Whose Line is it Anyway) and

Barb Johnston led the popular People Puzzle session.

his wife, Deb McGrath, were hilarious and everyone in the room laughed
uproariously. They pulled a couple from the audience—the Metcalfes
from Bolton, who were celebrating their 50th anniversary—and did an
“on-the-spot” skit about them through the years!
This year’s big news—NAPA AUTOPRO of the Year—was even bigger as
there was a tie for this honour: Eldon Ingram AUTOPRO of Stratford,
Ontario, and Thomas & Kelly St-Pierre AUTOPRO, Lancaster, Ontario,
Colin Mochrie and wife Deb McGrath doing what they do best—making people laugh!

PhotoS: Michael Douglas, Natural Light Photography

shared the number one status!

John Buckley, Executive Vice-President, NAPA Canada; Matt Lauzon, NAPA Ontario;
Sarah Voigt, NAPA Ontario; Rob Ingram and Rodger Ingram, Eldon Ingram, co-winner of
the NAPA Ontario NAPA AUTOPRO of the Year; Robert Duncan, Regional Vice-President, Ontario;
Tom Mondoux, General Manager, Ontario Region

Sarah Voigt, NAPA Ontario; John Buckley, Executive Vice-President, NAPA Canada;
Matt Lauzon, NAPA Ontario; Thomas & Kelly St-Pierre, St-Pierre AUTOPRO, co-winner of
the NAPA Ontario NAPA AUTOPRO of the Year; Robert Duncan, Regional Vice-President, Ontario;
Tom Mondoux, General Manager, Ontario Region
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AAPEX 2015

Live from Vegas

M

PHOTO: Shirley Brown

From the official ribbon-cutting ceremony, the
opening music performed by a Colour Guard
and award-winning drum line, to the last day,
it was a busy, busy show.
ore than 2,400 exhibitors filled 5,000 booths with all
kinds of automotive products; 50-plus AAPEXedu sessions were filled with those wanting to learn more, and

over 39,000 buyers wandered the floor looking for the new and
improved product lines. Attendance was approximately 130,000
from nearly 140 countries.
Thursday, the last day of the show, saw 3,800 red-shirted AutoValue/
Bumper to Bumper members stop traffic on Las Vegas Boulevard

Canadian Auto Value Members: Jean Robitaille, Yvon Jutras, Pierre de Blois,
Pierre Lafrance, Mario Iacovone

and attend the show. They were led across the Boulevard by three
Las Vegas Showgirls in their towering headdresses, the President of
AAPEX and of course, Las Vegas’ finest!
Shirley Brown

Three Delivery Vans Given
Away by Raybestos

Each year, during Industry Week in Las Vegas (AAPEX &
the SEMA Show) the Automotive Industries Association of
Canada (AIA Canada) hosts its popular Canada Night.

One fortunate Canadian—Wayne Maunula of Auto Parts Central
in Brandon, Manitoba—won one of the Chev Sonic vehicles plus
a trip to Las Vegas with credentials to attend the AAPEX and
SEMA Shows.

For 2015, Canada Night, which took place on November
3 from 6.30 p.m. until 9.00 p.m. at Caesar’s Palace in Las
Vegas, featured more than 100 automotive aftermarket industry sponsors and over 1,200 attendees.

PHOTO: Huw Evans

As in previous years, Canada Night was the perfect opportunity for Canadian and guest American automotive professionals from across the country to network, reconnect, as well as
Huw Evans
share and exchange ideas.

PHOTO: Huw Evans

AIA Canada Night :
The Place to Connect

Also winning a Chev Sonic delivery van were James Russonello
of Russ Auto Parts in Staten Island, N.Y. and Alex Sasunian of
Sol’s Brake Supply, LLC in North Hollywood, Calif. Six second
prize winners will receive a Raybestos Delivers vehicle wrap for
their own delivery vehicles.
“We would like to congratulate Wayne, James and Alex as our
lucky grand prize winners in the Raybestos Delivers sweepstakes,”
said Kristin Grons, Marketing Manager, Brake Parts Inc. “Each will
receive a brand new Chevrolet Sonic delivery vehicle for their shop.
We also want to thank all of our distributor customers that particiS. B.
pated in this exciting promotion. It was a great success.”

Robert Pitt, David Overbeeke, winner Wayne Manula and Brian Kowalski with the Raybestos Chev Sonic
New AIA President JF Champagne with Ken Coulter, President, SS&M
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From My Bay

Information is Vital to Any Successful Repair

Is Too Much Information a Problem?
Proper diagnostics takes training, experience, correct information and a thorough routine
covering all the bases and basics.
BY Jeff Taylor

I

get asked a lot about how I
start to perform a diagnostic
procedure, and if you don’t

know me—I’m fanatical about
basics to the point that it bothers some of the other techs I
work with. But they also know
they’d better have all the right
answers to the questions I’m
PHOTOs: Jeff Taylor

going to ask before asking my
opinion on a difficult diagnostic.
It’s just the way I was taught how
to do things in an era before
computers, online help and diag-

Two examples of information that was available in the 1938 Audels
New Automobile Guide and a 2001 Factory GM Malibu manual.

The computer and the Internet; where almost
all of today’s repair information comes from.

nostic test equipment.
repair, and there are pattern failures, but
When I started, we had a couple of Chilton
and Motor manuals for specifications,
some disassembly instructions and maybe
the odd wiring diagram, but only for a few
makes and models. Yes, things were much
simpler and straightforward: two different

The same diagnostic
principles applied then
as they do now.

skip that one significant step of checking something basic and you’re opening
yourself up to sudden and quick failure. If
a customer complains of a transmission
issue and it’s an automatic transmission,
how can you condemn a wiring fault an in-

carburetors covered most of GM’s vehicle

formation service says is a popular cause

line. There were heavy duty and light

of failure before checking the fluid level? It

duty brakes. Power windows and a radio

if it needs 12V, does it have it? Does it

was a VW and checking the level isn’t easy,

were options. But the same diagnostic

have the correct and proper fluid at the

but if the axle seal is leaking, wouldn’t this

principles applied then as they do now: all

required level? Yes, basics! I’ve been bit-

be the obvious first step?

the basics should be checked and verified

ten by missing the simplest things—blown

before a proper diagnostic can be com-

fuses and plugged filters to the wrong size

More times than not I’ve repaired some-

pleted. My diagnostic ritual follows a tried

tire on the right rear of a Jeep that was

thing that seemed very complicated by

and true method I have perfected over

activating its traction control. I had no one

just following my diagnostic routine de-

years—it’s not complicated, and it works.

to blame but myself for skipping one of my

veloped long before I had computer ac-

Even if I need to involve a scanner, the

own steps.

cess right on my toolbox/workstation. Yes,

same habitual routine is involved.

I look for the silver bullet and sure I look

What’s your routine?

for common failure postings… but only

Ask yourself : How does the system work?

Most techs have a similar routine, but

What does it need to work properly? Also,

recently I’ve seen a trend developing.

verify if the system is working as designed

I’ve seen too many improper diagnostics

(this is usually the customer’s concern.

from too much information—both good
and bad—so-called silver bullet diagnos-

Seems simple, but when I started you had

tics and not enough attention to basics.

to understand the system to diagnose it:

Yes, information is vital to any successful

after I’ve looked after all the basics.
Jeff started working in the automotive industry for Eccles
Auto Service in Dundas, Ontario and thirty years later he’s
still there working with the same passion and drive as the
day he started. While continuing to be on the bench every day,
he has been involved in government focus groups, competed
in international diagnostic competitions and has been an
automotive technical instructor.
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news & new products

Electronic Throttle Bodies From Spectra Premium
The new product line is the latest member

tage of their presence at AAPEX to launch a

of the suite of Spectra Premium engine

new line of electronic throttle bodies.
Canadian Sales Manager Scott Cléroux
welcomed CCB representatives with a
wide smile reflecting not only the fact that

PHOTO: Michel Beaunoyer

Spectra Premium Industries took full advan-

management solutions. Built for long-term
reliability, the products are backed by a
limited lifetime warranty.
Scott Cléroux at the Spectra Premium booth at AAPEX,
in front of their newly launched product line.

his organization is riding high, but also
the high level of satisfaction expressed by
the customers he has met in Las Vegas in

tests ensure dependable performance.

TRICO Adds Carter
and AVM

New From Bosch

TRICO has always
been a strong
contender in the
wiper blade division. Recently
the company was
purchased by the
Crowne Group, LLC.

This new parts line will be rolled out at the
beginning of the new year. The Premium
RD Rugged parts are designed for both
light-duty and commercial pickup trucks.
“We offer OEM quality parts to our customers, at an affordable price,” summarized MAS President Mark Stermer at the
M. B.
MAS booth at AAPEX.

PHOTO: Shirley Brown

MAS chose the AAPEX Show as the venue
of choice for the launch of two new lines of
chassis and steering replacement parts.

These parts are engineered to meet OEM
specifications. “Our objective is to offer
quality replacement parts to consumers
that deliver the same performance characteristics which they experienced when
they acquired their new vehicle,” claims
Mark Nasra, Director of Sales Canada.

ensures smooth driving while real-world

regard to both the products and high level
of service delivered by the company.

MAS Launches Two New
Chassis Parts Lines

Dubbed Premium XL, MAS has integrated
over 300 new car parts to its catalogue as
well as fifteen new light-duty truck parts
under the Premium RD Rugged banner.

Precise manufacturing and quality control

TRICO will help you choose
the correct blade.

Crown Group, LLC
has taken a good
look at the companies it is acquiring
and has provided TRICO with two new
companies with ‘underhood’ products
to offer along with wiper blades : Carter
Fuel systems, a well-known aftermarket
company, and AVM Industries, whose
STRONGARM gas-charged lift supports
are also a well-known name.
So now TRICO has more to offer their
customers… wiper blades, fuel systems
and gas-charged lift supports. The three
products open more doors for TRICO and
Shirley Brown
will boost sales.

Michel Beaunoyer

Bosch has added 70 new aftermarket parts
numbers in various categories: spark plugs,
oxygen sensors, fuel pump products, rotating machines, braking, and engine management sensors.
Many were on display and being demonstrated to customers at their booth at
AAPEX. One that was interesting was the
High-Pressure Fuel Pump for GDI vehicles.
Engines equipped with GDI systems generate the air/fuel mixture directly in the combustion chamber via high-pressure injectors.
Due to higher compression, injecting the
fuel directly into the combustion chamber
improves cooling and engine efficiency, and
ultimately leads to increased fuel economy,
torque and overall vehicle performance.
The unique design of Bosch High-Pressure
Fuel Pumps for the aftermarket is based on
a single-barrel, all stainless steel concept
using a minimum of material and advanced
manufacturing processes. They are equipped
with an integrated pressure-limiting valve as
a failsafe feature to mitigate premature failS. B.
ure of the unit.

Martins Industries Makes SEMA Headlines
Tire equipment specialist Martin Industries
attracted more than their fair share of
attention at their popular SEMA booth.
The Trade Show served as a great platform
for several new product launches. The team
members were generous with their time
when explaining their innovative products to
the interested vehicle repair industry professionals who typically use these products.
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The retro-look heavy-duty wooden tire
cart was a definite crowd favourite.

clamps, for easy tip-back, like a mover’s
hand truck.

Able to move eight tires at once,
the cart saves both time and money
by reducing the risk of back injury.
Robustly constructed, it zips along
on solid cast iron/rubber wheels. Its
easy-to-use foot pedal opens the cart’s
arms, while a second pedal closes and

The company used its SEMA exposure
to launch four new digital tire inflators.
These handy tools allow technicians to
simply connect the units to the valve
stem and program the desired pressure,
while the precision machine does all the
M. B.
rest.
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Leacree Expands N. A. Coverage
Leacree has expanded its vehicle coverage
for the North American market, announcing a range of new application specific
products at AAPEX 2015.

On the complete strut side, new front
items are available for the 2005-2010
Scion TC, 2004-2008 Pontiac Grand Prix,
1990-2000 Lexus LS400 (excluding automatic load leveling dampers) and the
1998-2003 Toyota Sienna with complete
struts for specific five and seven passenger configurations.
As far as basic front struts, Leacree has
expanded its coverage to include the
2002-2004 Acura RSX, 2003-2007
Cadillac CTS; 2012-2013 Chevrolet

PHOTO: Huw Evans

The lineup includes both complete front
strut assemblies and bare strut units for
Domestic and Import vehicles, including
both Far Eastern and European brands
and models.

Leacree’s Bryan Brown (left) and Marcy Cardona, with a selection of new strut assemblies at AAPEX 2015

Captiva Sport, 2007-2013 Chevrolet
Equinox, 2010-2013 GMC Terrain,
2007-2009 Pontiac Torrent, 20082010 Saturn VUE and 2007-2009
Suzuki XL-7, 2000-2005 Hyundai
Sonata, 2001 Hyundai XG300, 20022005 XG35, 2001-2006 Kia Optima,

PHOTO: Akebono Brakes

Akebono—a Leader
in Brake Pads
Akebono Brake
Corporation saw a lot
of traffic come through
their booth at AAPEX
this year. Ken Selinger,
D i r e c t o r, S a l e s &
Just one of Akebono’s line
Marketing, Aftermarket
of quality brake pads
for the company, proudly
presented the Akebono line of brake pads to us. He explained that currently in the OEM market, Akebono has
over 52 percent disc brake pad market share of the new
vehicles rolling off the assembly line—cars and trucks.
He went on to tell us that Akebono has 25 applicationspecific brake pad formulations. As well as supplying
brake pads for domestic vehicles, they also provide
pads for European vehicles—the friction formulas are
specially designed for those vehicles, as well as manufacturers everywhere. On top of that, they are made
in the U.S. Akebono pads leave wheels clean, they’re
ultra quiet, environmentally-friendly, and extremely
rotor-friendly.
Their motto states: ‘Engineered for manufacturers, availShirley Brown
able for you!’

2005-2012 Nissan Pathfinder SUV and
2003-2011 Saab 9-3 (excluding AWD
versions).
More information on these and other
Leacree North American market products can be found at leacree-us.com.
Huw Evans

Smart Automotive Part Distributors know
the right choice when they see it.

And that’s why member distributors have been
partnering with Bestbuy Distributors
for over 60 years.

Open the door to new business opportunities.
When you’re a Bestbuy Shareholder,
the benefits go directly to you.
Our members get the rebates, not the corporation.

Check us out at
www.bestbuydistributors.ca
Home of tHe truly
Independent SHareHolder
facebook.com/bestbuydistributors

@BestbuyDist
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news & new products

Dayco Introduces Demanding Drive Kits
The kits can also include a

links in worn accessory drives

Demanding Drive Kits designed to meet

Dayco No Slack Automatic

by incorporating all of the

the needs of modern vehicle accessory

Belt Tensioner, a Dayco

necessary components to en-

drive systems.

No Slack Idler/Tension

sure quiet, problem free ac-

Pulley and, where applic-

cessory drive operation.

These Demanding Drive Kits are application specific and incorporate a Dayco
Poly Rib W² Serpentine Belt that features

able, a Dayco Overrunning
Alternator Pulley.
Dayco Demanding Drive

the quietest belt ever tested by Dayco.

Kits help address any weak

To learn more visit: daycoDayco’s Bill Hay (left) and Rob Christie
with one of the new Demanding Drive
Kits at AAPEX 2015

products.com/dayco®demanding-drive-kit
Huw Evans

PHOTO: Michel Beaunoyer

PHOTO: Michel Beaunoyer

state-of-the-art technology, resulting in

PHOTO: Huw Evans

D ayc o h a s i n t ro d u c e d a ra n g e o f

David Moshier, Sales Director, Ontario, with Kevin Fleury, Sales Director, Transbec
at the company’s booth at the AAPEX show
GE representatives Hugues Ducharme and Robert Gill at their AAPEX booth

GE’s Nighthawk Shines
GE took advantage of the AAPEX show to promote its Nighthawk
xenon bulb, a light that’s 120 percent more effective than standard products.
The Nighthawk replacement headlight can be installed in just a
few minutes. This product boasts powerful results at a very affordable price.
This 12-volt bulb generates more output thanks to its design,
which features an ultra-fine filament and a specialized coating system. It produces a powerful bright light that’s closer to
daylight.
The manufacturer recommends replacing both headlights at the
Michel Beaunoyer
same time to achieve balanced lighting.

Transbec Continues to Grow
Transbec, a distributor, introduced many new products to
buyers at the AAPEX show in Las Vegas.
Among the new products presented at the AAPEX show
were a range of LED lights and an Everlast portable battery
charger, capable of jump starting a battery and recharging a
phone or a computer.
“We offer parts that meet manufacturer specifications at a
very competitive price. We have a quality control program
at all stages, from the factory to the user,” said Kevin Fleury,
Sales Director at Transbec.
Fleury added that the company is working hard to constantly
add new parts for repair shops. In fact, he announced that
the company will soon introduce 300 new chassis parts.
M. B.

UCI-FRAM’s Prestone Brand Triple Seal Protection

The Triple Seal Protection Stop Leak products were designed for the unique heat
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and pressure of the specific leak location
where the stop leak treatment is delivered through innovative effervescent
beads.
The special packaging drives consumer interest and serves as a communication tool to show the ease
and effectiveness of the products.
Shirley Brown
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PHOTO: UCI-FRAM

In the Appearance Chemicals & Car Care
Segment, UCI-FRAM’s Prestone brand won
top honours as best new product for their
new Triple Seal Protection with DuPont
Kevlar. In fact, they also won the Best New
Packaging Award as well… and therefore
took home two big awards from AAPEX.

Triple Seal Protection Stop Leak

Mitchell 1’s Shop Management Software 20th Anniversary
Mitchell 1 has made major en-

; Plate to VIN—simply enter the license plate number and

hancements in the latest edition of

Manager SE automatically provides and decodes the VIN,

Manager SE, Version 7.0.

quickly delivering vital vehicle information such as year, make,

PHOTO: Mitchell 1

model, engine type, service history and account details to
The enhancements, designed to help

help speed up the estimating process for service writers. This

automotive service shops work more

feature is free with the Manager SE subscription;

efficiently, include:

Check out Manager SE, Version 7.0.

; User Interface Update—The 7.0 release has a new look and
; New Scheduler—now built in at no additional charge. This

feel that is more modern in appearance and takes advantage

helps shops improve workflow by maximizing available re-

of functionality in newer versions of the Windows operating

sources, including technicians, bays and equipment. Create

system.

an appointment with integrated access to all of Manager SE’s
estimating tools, including quick customer lookup and canned

For more information about Mitchell 1, visit mitchell1.com.
Huw Evans

jobs, saving time and reducing double entry;

Wagner—New Braking
Technology Benchmark

WIX Filters &
Microban Partner

Wagner®—a Federal-Mogul Motorparts brand—introduced a line of newtechnology premium replacement brake pads that will help consumers
stop up to 50 feet sooner when driving light trucks, SUVs and CUVs.
Revolutionary and validated, new Wagner OEX brake pads are now available in selected North American markets and offer an array of additional
benefits, including reduced rotor wear and dusting, and up to two times
longer pad life. Engineered and manufactured in the U.S., these new
brake pads were seen during AAPEX.

WIX® Filters has a category exclusive partnership with
Microban®, a world leader in antimicrobial solutions.
WIX cabin air filters will feature lifetime Microban product protection, fighting odor-causing bacteria, mold
and mildew in the first quarter of 2016.
The cabin air filter protection features continuous
Microban’s Aegis® Technology. This works to inhibit
the growth of microbes by utilizing a charge disruption
mode of action. This broad spectrum antimicrobial has
a very rapid mode of action allowing it to quickly reduce
microbial loads on treated substrates. As a result, this
technology works to keep the air inside vehicles cleaner
and fresher.

The Wagner OEX line includes 114 custom-shaped, application-specific
pad designs covering 95 percent of utility-focused passenger vehicles
registered in North America. These unique, patent-pending pad shapes,
combined with precisely engineered slots and cuts, improve performance by increasing turbulent airflow, allowing for cooler operation and
improved stopping power. These characteristics are particularly important on light trucks, SUVs and CUVs.

At the beginning of next year, the lifetime Microban
product protection will span all of WIX’s light-duty cabin
air filters for automotive and light-truck applications.

Wagner OEX brake pads are now available in selected markets and will
be rolled out across North America in 2016. To learn more, contact your
Wagner supplier or Federal-Mogul sales representative, and log on to
S. B.
www.WagnerBrake.com.

For more information, visit www.wixfilters.com. For additional details on Microban, visit www.microban.com.
Shirley Brown

Smart Automotive Part Distributors know
the right choice when they see it.
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IN MY OPINION

Garage Business

Recalls

Bad News is Good for Business.

Dave Redinger

I

s it just me, or was the last year
the worst ever for recalls by major
manufacturers?

Former President Clinton once said that a
news story has a shelf life of 10 days. After
that, the news frenzy moves on to the next
big story.
Yet it seems these stories just won’t go away.
Take the Takata airbag fiasco as an ex-

No one knows what the next recall will be!

ample. Up to 18 million defective airbags
are still out there. What’s worse is that I
read a news clip that said replacements

You should care

How about handing the customer a list of

are also defective. Wow! Then there’s the

Do all these recalls affect the aftermarket?

recalls that are outstanding, and taking

General Motors switch issue, the story

And should those of us in the aftermarket

a few minutes to discuss their import-

about Toyota being fined for failing to in-

care? You’d better believe you should!

ance? Make sure your client is aware

form customers of sticking throttles in a

that you’re on their side. This would

timely manner, and let’s not forget the

I always say a recall is not a bad thing — it’s

also be a great time to talk about ser-

latest VW cheat.

a product update. Truth is, it’s great if you’re

vice scheduling and booking the next

the dealer, bad if you’re the independent

appointment.

The good ol’ days
Let me take you back to the late 1960s.

trying to keep your customer happy or just
trying to keep the customer, period!

The point is—people get better service
from independents. It’s about personal

Every Chrysler I knew needed a ballast resistor and had a hard start when wet, and

What a great way for a dealer to reestab-

service, the trust factor and fair pricing.

GM’s rear floor board rusted out due to a

lish lost business — all those cars coming

As my bud, Jaime Holmes of Master

lack of drainage.

back for a recall ending up on his hoist.

Mechanic fame says with his tagline,

Best of all, the information comes free

“Where You Can Talk to the Mechanic.”

Ford’s doors rusted so badly they were

from the manufacturer. Plus, guys like us

deemed “gullwing.” It was the Ford

are more than willing to promote recalls, as

Try talking to the guy who worked on your

rust issue that instigated the start of

it’s both a public service and good media.

ride at the dealership. I’m sure the cash-

“Lemonaid,” a national consumer group that
still exists today as the APA.ca (Automobile

Fight back!

Protection Agency) and as a book written

So who’s the loser here? The independ-

by the founder, Phil Edmunston, who up-

ent! Think about ways you can counteract

dates his work annually. I never heard of

this latest twist in the marketplace. How

any fixes from the manufacturers. After all,

about you looking up the vehicle recall his-

the cars were out of warranty: 1 year or

tory and arranging to take it in as part of

12,000 miles at the time.

your service?
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ier is up on what service was actually performed!

Dave Redinger is a retired mechanic with over 45 years
experience. He now works as a consultant and legal advisor
on mechanical matters (automotiveexpert.ca), offering
advice to garage owners and lawyers. Dave hosts “Dave’s
Corner Garage,” currently heard on AM 740 and Sirius XM.

The Perfect
way to brake
Introducing Perfect Stop® premium rotors.
Upgrading your customers’ brakes means upgrading the entire system,
not just the pads. Perfect Stop rotors offer superior stopping power and feature:

Armor-PlateTM Anti-Corrosive Coating

...on all non-friction surfaces for improved
corrosion resistance

Power-VentTM Cooling Vanes

...for improved brake cooling, decreased fade
and protection against warping

Cross-Cut Surface Finish

...for improved seating and break-in

Exact SpecTM Engineering Quality Standards
• Built to QS standards in ISO-certified facilities
• Meets SAE guidelines for automotive castings

www.PerfectStop.com
Precision engineered for reduced
vibration and superior stopping power

®
Perfect Stop® is a registered trademark of Aftermarket Auto Parts Alliance, Inc.

Choose Ford Parts. They ﬁt Ford vehicles better than the
others, allowing you and your team to work more
efficiently. Plus, we stand behind every single part with
a 2-year, unlimited-kilometre warranty* that includes up to
$150 in labour. Not only are Ford Parts a great investment
for you, your customers will benefit from long-term
performance. And that’s what we call a delicious combo.
*

PARTS THAT WORK FOR YOU.

UP TO

150

$

IN LABOUR COVERAGE FOR
QUALIFIED FLEETS/
INDEPENDENT REPAIR SHOPS
WITH WARRANTY.*

FORD PARTS

WARRANTY*

DISTANCE
INCLUDES LABOUR

FORD.C A

*24-month/unlimited km limited warranty on most Genuine Ford/Motorcraft® Parts and Ford Genuine Accessories (purchased from Ford or Ford Lincoln dealers or Ford dealer wholesale customers) for cars and light trucks that are
found to be defective in material or workmanship. Parts, labour, and towing covered for ‘dealer-installed’ parts/accessories; parts only are covered for ‘over-the-counter’ retail parts/accessories; parts and labour (up to a maximum
of $150) covered for wholesale and fleet parts/accessories. Part and/or accessory failure due to: abuse, misuse, neglect, alteration, accident, racing; improper lubrication, repair, or installation; use in applications for which they were
either not designed, or functionally intended, or not approved by Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited; cleaning, adjustment or replacement as a part of normal maintenance; or failures caused by non-Ford parts, are not covered
under this warranty. Coverage varies between over-the-counter and dealer-installed parts. See your local Ford Store for complete coverage details and limitations. ©2015 Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited. All rights reserved.

